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Issue 22                                             

 Home 
“The ache for home lives in all of us. The 

safe place where we can go as we are and 

not be questioned.”  

Maya Angelou, All God's Children Need 

Travelling Shoes 

“If Light Is In Your Heart 

You will find your way Home.”  

Rumi 

Words to describe Home: 
Cotham’s Junior Church 

      November—December 2019 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/524742
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Care for our Common Home 
 

Watching Brian Cox’s BBC2 show on the Planets earlier this year, I was struck afresh with the improbable 
miracle that is Earth - our blue, liveable, diverse, beautiful common home amongst a solar system of 
deeply inhospitable environments. That life developed in such glorious abundance and we get the      
privilege of experiencing is a gift I still haven’t got my head around. 
 

I was recently walking the lanes around Tymawr, an Anglican convent in Gwent, in the early morning, and 
the sunlight glinting off a wet nettle leaf below a hedge took my breath away with its plain beauty. A very 
simple thing, but within it a whole world of wonder at its evolution and development, playing its integral 
part in the hedgerow ecosystem, evidencing the interconnectedness of every living thing. 
 

Patriarch Bartholomew puts it well: ‘It is our humble conviction that the divine and the human meet in 
the slightest detail in the seamless garment of God’s creation, in the last speck of dust of our planet.’  For 
me, being in nature, reminds me of the wonder of being alive and thus brings me home to myself in a 
most profound way, a creature of the Creator enjoying his good creation. Poets, farmers, gardeners,  
walkers and wanderers have known this truth for a long time, as farmer poet and prophet Wendell Berry 
writes: 
 

The Peace of Wild Things 
When despair for the world grows in me 
and I wake in the night at the least sound                                                               
in fear of what my life and my children’s lives may be, 
I go and lie down where the wood drake 
rests in his beauty on the water, and the great heron feeds. 
 
I come into the peace of wild things 
who do not tax their lives with forethought 
of grief. I come into the presence of still water. 
And I feel above me the day-blind stars 
waiting with their light. For a time 
I rest in the grace of the world, and am free. 
(from New Collected Poems (Counterpoint, 2012) 
 

That we are failing our common home is a stark reality that we are waking up to, finally starting to hear 
the voices warning of our unsustainable ways that have been sounding an alarm for decades. It’s been a 
privilege to learn and join with many in our Benefice in eco-activism for one pretty newly eco converted. 
Across the Benefice many of us were able to join in with Christian Climate Action and Extinction Rebellion 
actions in London recently. St Paul’s recently hosted XR Student training and Cotham hosted a powerful 
evening with the visiting Ugandan Bishops about their experience of the climate crisis, offering opportuni-
ties for both lament and hope. 
Lament and hope are some of the particular resources we as a faith community can bring to call to care 
for our common home, of which more another time. Eco Church is also a powerful resource on offer for 
our community for helping us centralise creation care at the heart of all our life together across the   
Benefice.                                                                                                                                                                          
As Pope Francis writes: ‘Living our vocation to be protectors of God’s handiwork is essential to a life of  
virtue; it is not and optional or a secondary aspect of our Christian experience...The ecological conversion 
needed to bring about lasting change is also a community conversion.’2   
 

1. Catholic Church, Pope (2013- : Francis), and Francis, Encyclical Letter Laudato Si’ of the Holy Father Francis: On Care for 

Our Common Home, 2015, 10.  
2. Ibid, 103-104.  
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 “Books, for me, are a home. Books don’t make a home--they are one, 

in the sense that just as you do with a door, you open a book, and you 

go inside. Inside there is a different kind of time and a different kind of 

space.”  

Jeanette Winterson, Why Be Happy When You Could Be Normal? 

Eco Church is an accreditation from the Christian conservation charity A Rocha, partnering with TearFund, 
The Church of England and the Methodist Church. Eco Church helps churches record what they are al-
ready doing to care for God’s earth and to reflect on what further steps we can take to that that end and 
then act accordingly – it can be a very helpful tool towards our ongoing community eco-conversion. They 
provide a wealth of resources to help centralise creation care into all aspects of our life together.  Across 
the Diocese many churches are signing up to Eco Church and we hope that in the Benefice we will be 
quick to attain Bronze and work our way towards Silver and Gold. 
 
Eco Church will enable us to assess all areas of our church life: 

our worship and teaching 
the management of church buildings 
the management of church land 
our community and global engagement 
and our personal and communal lifestyles 

 
This is done through a survey and through the resources they offer online to help develop deeper  
engagement and reflection in all these areas. From the songs we sing, the prayers we pray to the food we 
serve and the wildlife in our church yard, even the water that flushes the loos, all is up for consideration 
as we undertake to centralise creation care, as a response to our biblical mandate to care for the earth 
and as a demonstration of the Christian hope for God’s world. 
 
Across the Benefice we are looking for people to become Eco Church Champions, taking on a specific area 
of our life, one perhaps that you feel most passionate about, and engaging with the survey and bringing 
your ideas alongside the Eco Church resources to see how we can do more and share well what we are 
doing and want to develop. Ideally there will be a few people in each church who will want to champion a 
particular area.  The commitment is not onerous, the survey itself is simple, but is provides an important 
invitation to reflection and resourcing and helping us change as a Benefice to love God’s creation well in 
all we say, pray, do and are. 
 
To find out more about Eco Church you can visit www. https://ecochurch.arocha.org.uk or talk to Pippa.  
If you would like to be an Eco Church Champion, do get in touch with me at pippakendall@hotmail.com 
 

All are also very welcome to the monthly Benefice Eco meetings and WhatsApp group – we share our eco 

learning together – things we’re trying, actions and activism, our learning from other groups we’re         

involved in, theological reflection and much more. Time of the next meeting will be advertised in the 

newsletter.   

   

Pippa White 

 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/16327957
https://ecochurch.arocha.org.uk/
mailto:pippakendall@hotmail.com
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  Sometimes at home 
 

 

  I am more at home than I used to be. 

  Before, I was always leaving, running, 
  trying to get away. Sometimes I hoped 
 

  I'd find some thing, like myself, 
  inside my skin, the boundary between 

  all that is me and not me. 
 

  Home is not a where but an is. 
 

  The me behind my eyes 

  is the only one 

  who does not see me as I am, 
 

  and what you see is not my chief con-

cern. 
  My vocation is to all that is me. 

  That is all I know, yet hardly know, 
 

  and sometimes don't want to know. 

   

  But I am more at home than I used to      
  be 

  and home gets bigger, hospitable               
   even. 

   
  Home is not a where but an is, 

  is me, wherever I go. 
 

  Home is where I pay the rent, though 

  there is no abiding tenancy. O let there    
  be 

  home where there are many rooms, 
 

  or mansions even, rooms for us all, 

  yon side of death, because 

  Jesus said so. Without that hope 
 

  of home there is no home here, 

  anywhere, ever, for body, for mind, 
  for spirit, for anything. 
 

   Philip Dixon 

Our Eternal Home 
 

 

It can happen before you think. 

An image springs from a word, 
from distant youth, like yesterday. 
 

'Our eternal home'. 
Cars and lorries not slowing down, 

as we stood November-cold 

at the village war memorial. Boy Scouts, 

shorts, Mountie hats with stiff, 
ironed brims. Neckerchief Mackenzie 

tartan. Woggles. 'O God our help in ages past', 
and unaccompanied. Cold silence 

and no Last Post sounded. 
We tried to remember. 
 

Thoughts of 'eternal home' closer now, 
and maybe so dark and dazzling 

that we can't see it yet. 

 
Philip Dixon 
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Home? 
 

 
After living in the same house for 32 years, Andrew and I moved recently (exactly 7 weeks ago to the day 
as I write.) 
It was a well considered move; a pragmatic, downsizing and ‘future proofing ‘ plan and we were helped 
by a very good removal firm.  
However, the last seven weeks have been very painful, much more so than I had imagined. 
I thought I would be able to write here, that you could make a home anywhere, with your family around 
you and a few familiar, cherished possessions. 
I was wrong. The visceral longing for the home I left has been completely unexpected, leaving me feeling 
physically winded quite a few times a day.   
 
It’s made me consider the plight of refugees and people who have lost their homes, more carefully. They 
are without the protection and security of a house and all its comforts, often only having a very few of 
their possessions.  But I now recognise they must also have a physical longing for the place where they 
have grown up or brought up their children, cooked, slept and gardened.   
The memories of places so strong and yet impossible to return to. 
 
Andrew and I are very fortunate, we only moved half a mile and we’ve had choices. This move may work 
– it’s getting easier by the day - and if it doesn’t, we can choose to move again. 
 
Whether you are young or old, ‘home’ is built of memories, layer upon layer; you carry them round inside 
you even if the physical building no longer exists. Cherish the memories, get them out, look at them and 
talk about them. 
 
Diana Hilton 

Pictured, the gate from our little courtyard 
into the magnificent communal garden 
(the best reason to be here!) 
©Diana Hilton 
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 HOMECOMING 
 
Cliffs breaking through the haze and a narrowing sea, 

Soon will my eager gaze have sight of thee - 

England, the lovelier now for absence long 

Soon shall I see your brow, hear a lark’s song. 

 

Heart, curb thy beating - there! 

Channel cliffs glow, Eddystone, Plymouth, where 

Drake mounts The Hoe!  

Red of the Devon loam, green of the hills, 

April! - and I am home, 

God, my heart thrills! 

 

Far have I travelled and great beauty seen, 

But, oh, out of England, is anywhere green? 

Thankful and thankful again 

As never before, 

One of those Englishmen 

Comes to his shore. 

 

 
I found this poem amongst my father’s papers, in his handwriting and possibly mirroring his own 
homecoming after five years away during WW2. Other Homecomings may be a return to the  
family home at the end of a university term; to your own home after a hospital stay, to your ‘home
-base’ or ‘home country’ - the parable of The Prodigal Son - or even to somewhere you had     
always assumed would be home, as in ‘Homecoming : Voices of the Windrush Generation’ by 
Colin Grant. Homecoming may also refer to the relief of finding your niche in life or a welcoming 
church. 
 So many different interpretations of the word Home come to mind: some emotional, but always 
evocative depending on your feelings and circumstances. When I was a student Home- Home 
always referred to my parents’ house; living in India expatriates used to refer to their country of 
origin as Home-Home. Nostalgia (or nausea, depending on your attitude!) may be evoked with 
old songs such as ‘Home, Sweet Home’ or ‘Home on the Range’.   
Home may conjure up security, comfort, a sense of belonging; the launchpad for adventures 
elsewhere; somewhere you are relieved to return to and truly ‘be yourself’. It may involve lots of 
other people or just the tranquillity of being alone and undisturbed by others. Hopefully our lives 
in the Church mirror these more positive concepts. 
 
However, for some people Home may be hell on earth, suggesting tensions, coercion, abuse, 
fear, lack of personal safety or loss of control of one’s life or even a reminder that they do not 
have a home. Their Home has been repossessed or they have found themselves on the street, 
thus are Homeless in our country or driven out of their own countries, becoming refugees and 
asylum seekers in search of a New Home.  
 
A book I have just finished encapsulates so many of these concepts: a Syrian family’s need to 
leave Aleppo and the challenges of finding their way to safety following their nightmare travels 
through Europe and ultimately the chance of a real home and work as bee-keepers in the UK. It’s 
a shattering and realistic read, but an ultimately uplifting one: ‘The Beekeeper of Aleppo’ by 
Christy Lefteri. 
 
Jan Bartlett 
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On being homeless, a book review 
 

In 2013 Raynor Winn and her husband Moth lost their house.  The story is in the book she wrote four or 
so years later – The Salt Path. She and her book attracted a lot of attention when it was published in 
2018. 
 
She doesn’t say much about the house they lost but it was extra special because it was more or less a ruin 
when they took it on and renovated it. And it was the place where their children grew up. There are lots 
of hints that they always lived a bit on the edge – being generous and only doing the minimum of paper 
work when it had to be done. And having just enough money to live from day to day. 
 
So when Moth lent money to a friend to help with a business project they  
didn’t immediately have the right bit of paper to prove they weren’t liable for 
debts beyond the original loan. And they didn’t have money to pay lawyers.   
So by the time the right piece of paper turned up it was too late and the judge 
gave judgement against them.  Their home was taken from them. And then a 
second blow – Moth had a degenerative condition which they were told would 
lead to being disabled and an early death. 
 
They could have waited to be rehoused but they were not a high priority. They 
could have lapsed into complaints about how the law was fixed in  favour of 
the rich. But instead they decided to embark on the SW coast path. They had 
just enough money to buy a cheap tent and two thin sleeping bags, which were 
light enough for the two of them to carry. And they set off, rough camping,   
living on very little. 
On the way they found it better to say that they had sold their house: if they 
said they were homeless most people tended to edge away. Not surprising in a way. There are very few 
showers available to those camping rough and washing clothes took a low    priority so they looked and 
smelt like rough sleepers.  Even Lee Abbey didn’t welcome them. 
 
But the other story – the one about selling their house got people excited about how brave they were. 
It took two summers to complete the walk. The winter was spent in a friends’ outhouse in exchange for 
doing it up (Moth had been a master plasterer). And the plan was for Moth to do a degree, which would 
at least give them access to a student loan. And then when the walk was nearly finished, a casual         
conversation lead to them being offered a flat in Polruan. 
 
I was left thinking how easy it is to find yourself homeless. And how frightened most of us are of that   
possibility. And how the law has become even more skewed towards the rich since legal aid was           
abolished. And how we tend to judge first and ask questions later, if at all. 
Christopher Richards  
 
 
Jan Bartlett also contributed a passage from ‘The Salt Path’: 
‘The public’s perception of the homeless immediately assumes drink, drugs and mental health issues, and 

prompts fear… So we had invented a lie that was more palatable. For them and for us… Only one word, 

but that in the public perception meant everything: ‘sold’. We could be homeless, having sold our home, 

and be inspirational. Or we could be homeless, having lost our home and become penniless, and be social 

pariahs.’ 
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 When we were still far off you met us in your Son and 
brought us home 
 
‘Home’ is at the heart of faith and human longing. We know when we feel ‘at home’ and we know 
what it’s like to be homesick and to have a longing for home. Home is more than shelter, and a 
roof over our heads; home is core to our identity and belonging; it is relationship and community 
as much as our postal address and its four walls. We are homemakers and continually create an 
environment to live in and share with others. 
 
Meanwhile, however settled, and stable our lives (and many 
lives are far from settled or stable) our longing for ‘home’ and 
our restlessness endures: ‘home’ is still something we are 
looking for. It isn’t surprising then that ‘home’ is such a central 
metaphor of faith and an image of the life of the church: Jesus 
assures his frightened and confused followers that he will go 
ahead of them to prepare a place (a ‘home’) for them (John 
14.2-3); and he is recognised as the life of God who lives 
(makes his home) amongst us (John 1.14). The church is the 
‘oikos’ (household) of faith, an inclusive community where all 
are welcomed. 
 
It is wonderful to have an issue of Connections devoted to this rich and universal theme, as this 
gives an opportunity to draw together reflections on a number of initiatives within the Benefice 
that all seem to express ‘home’ in some way. 
 
Cotham and Redland Welcome: the Community Sponsorship scheme is seeking to create ‘A 
Home Here’ for a displaced Syrian refugee family. Although the provision of a house in BS6 is 
core to the aims of the project, the members of the group are working hard to become a  
community of welcome who will enable the family to begin to feel at home in our neighbourhood 
through practical support and friendship. The need for such support is especially pronounced for 
those for whom ‘home’ has become both a place of danger and something they have lost. We 
also look forward to the fruition of this project that will enable us to experience our home in a new 
way by sharing it with others and receiving their story and their lives. 
 
Bristol Churches Winter Night Shelter: homelessness is one of the most visible challenges of 
our city, including in our otherwise largely prosperous parishes. It is wonderful therefore that we 
are able to participate as volunteers and hosts in this winter’s Bristol Churches Winter Night  
Shelter scheme. Although only tackling the tip of the iceberg of the problem we are demonstrat-
ing our conviction that the church should be a place of hospitality for all, and a refuge for the most 
vulnerable. We also recognise that for those we host this scheme can provide a stepping stone of 
stability and support that enables a way out of the vicious cycles of homelessness. 
 
Eco-Church: more globally we are deepening our awareness that human action is making the 
Earth increasingly inhospitable to many forms of life, including increasingly human life. We are 
seeking to express our deepening awareness in a growing commitment to ‘eco-discipleship’ – to 
witnessing for life, changing our priorities and campaigning for meaningful change and action. 
Our ‘home’ is God’s good creation; an ecosystem where we can only live by recognising that we 
share that home inter-dependently with all creatures. 
 
‘Home from home’: Hospitality is central to our expression of mission as churches – we are 
seeking to make our churches more welcoming, and it has been good to express this in recent 
weeks by offering on the street hospitality to new and returning students.  
 

Continued on pg 16... 

The Prodigal Son by Christopher Le Brun:  

Liverpool Cathedral 
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Introducing:  Ruth 
 
I’m Ruth Edmonds, I’m an ordinand (trainee priest) placed at Cotham Parish church for a 
few  hours a week and should be around on the majority of Sunday mornings for the next year or 
so. I’m also involved in Foundation which I used to co-lead under Iain McColl at Henleaze for a 
couple of years before God called me to spend some time elsewhere.  
 
I’ve chosen to be based at Cotham for two main reasons: firstly, because of David your vicar who 
is an extremely gifted and gentle model of ministry with a lot of strengths that I personally lack (so 
a great person to learn from) and secondly, because I have been involved with the Foundation 
service in the past and am very close friends with Tim Summers. 

 
I’m married to James who can often be found playing classical guitar at Foundation. He is   train-
ing to be a solicitor with Burges Salmon and has a long history of working as a caseworker and 
running a busy constituency office in South London where he specialized in immigration and 
housing casework. We moved to Bristol City Centre in August and have been married for over 3 
and a half years. 
 
My spirituality roughly follows an Ignatian formation.  
For me God is found in contemplation of the every day and my prayer life is particularly           
connected to activism. Personally, I find I cannot breathe God in without being moved to struggle 
with God to build a more just and equal world here and now. I’ve done some work with refugees/
migrants in the past and for me there is something about migration that deeply reflects the       
incarnation: a journeying human and divine God in the world God made. Jesus himself was a 
poor non-white Jewish migrant after all!  
It feels instinctively and also intimately true to me that when you help others, you get a glimpse of 
the face of a redeeming God in those that you help. 
 
I am also a passionate believer in interfaith work (particularly among the three Abrahamic faiths), 
feeding people and seeking to reflect the scandalous way Jesus lived and ate with others. I've 
learned a lot from studying with an orthodox rabbi at Queens which I will probably bore you with 
at some point.  
I’m looking forward to getting involved with hosting community lunches with you on a regular    
basis. Hopefully they will be scandalous in content and company too! 
 
Welcome (back) Hpme, Ruth! - editor 

I’m currently in my second year of three years of studies,     
and I am studying a Masters in Theology as the back-
bone of my training. There are lots of different types of 
placement, and the placement I have at Cotham is just for 
me to reflect on and get some practice preaching and 
leading in. Don’t worry you won't have to report on me or 
anything at the end of my time here! The purpose of my 
being here is for me to reflect on Cotham as a church for 
my studies and in my essays. I’m training at the Queens’ 
Foundation in Birmingham which is a really special     
ecumenical theological college with a significant          
emphasis on global theologies, migration, racism and  
social justice. I live at Queens’ for half of the week and 
am based in Bristol for the other half. 
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  A Place    
“Home is a notion that only nations  

and only the uprooted comprehend.”  

 
  At present I do not feel that I have seen 
more than the fringe of poverty. Still, I can 
point to one or two things I have definitely 
learned by being hard up.  
I shall never again think that all tramps are 
drunken scoundrels, nor expect a beggar to 
be grateful when I give him a penny, nor be 
surprised if men out of work lack energy, nor 
subscribe to the Salvation Army, nor pawn my 
clothes, nor refuse a handbill, nor enjoy a 
meal at a smart restaurant.  
That is a beginning. 
 
Down and Out in Paris and 

London  

~ George Orwell, 1933 

 
You can call me Link. 
 
It’s not my name, but it’s what I say when anybody 
asks, which isn’t often. I’m invisible, see? One of the 
invisible people. Right now I’m sitting in a doorway 
watching the passers-by.  
They avoid looking at me. They’re afraid I want some-
thing they’ve got, and they’re right. Also, they don’t 
want to think about me. They don’t like reminding I 
exist. Me, and those like me.  
We’re living proof that everything’s not all right and 
we make the place untidy. 
 
Stone Cold ~ Robert Swindells, 1983 

 
"It ain't that big.  
The whole United States 
ain't that big. It ain't that 
big. It ain't big enough.  
There ain't room enough for 
you an' me, for your kind an' 
my kind, for rich and poor     
together all in one country, for 
thieves and honest men.  
For hunger and fat." 
 

The Grapes of Wrath ~ John 

Steinbeck, 1939 

You may recognise these literary extracts about               

homelessness. But, as we all know, being homeless is not just a good 
plot for a novel – homelessness is all around us, even in an affluent 
city like Bristol in affluent Great Britain. 
According to the charity Shelter, one in 200 Britons are without a 
home or living in an inadequate home. That shocking figure hides 
further unpleasant statistics, such as the fact that the majority of the 
homeless identify as of Black or Asian Minority heritage and that on 
average a homeless person dies at just 44 years old. And the stories 
of these real homeless are, of course, likely to be just as heart-
wrenching and dramatic as those in these books. 

We are relieved in Cotham and St Paul’s to be able to do just a little 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Salvation_Army
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to Sleep     
of the homeless fully appreciate  
(Angle of Repose, Wallace Stegner) 

Jane has run away from Thornfield. Having left her bag in the coach, she is destitute. 

  

I would fain at the moment have become bee or lizard, that I might have found fitting nutriment, permanent shelter 

here. But I was a human being, and had a human being's wants:  I must not linger where there was nothing to supply 

them.   

I rose; I looked back at the bed I had left.  Hopeless of the future, I wished but this--that my Maker had that night 

thought good to require my soulof me while I slept; and that this weary frame, absolved by death from further      

conflict with fate, had now but to decay quietly, and mingle in peace with the soil of this    wilderness.  Life,       

however, was yet in my possession, with all its requirements, and pains, and  responsibilities.  The burden must be 

carried; the want provided for; the suffering endured; the responsibility fulfilled. I set out… 

 

Reader, it is not pleasant to dwell on these details.  Some say there is enjoyment in looking back to painful            

experience past; but at this day I can scarcely bear to review the times to which I allude: the moral degradation, blent 

with the physical suffering, form too distressing a recollection ever to be willingly dwelt on. I blamed none of those 

who repulsed me.  I felt it was what was to be expected, and what could not be helped: an ordinary beggar is         

frequently an object of suspicion; a well-dressed beggar inevitably so.    

Jane Eyre ~ Charlotte Bronte, 1847 

 to help and support our local homeless population this winter by joining Bristol Churches Winter 
Night Shelter. Last year, volunteers from over 60 churches and the wider community came together 

to offer their time, money and venues to resource a night shelter for homeless individuals: we are         
delighted to be part of the project this year. 
Each night various venues offer up to 12 homeless individuals a bed space, hot meal and a safe place to 
sleep. This provides them with some stability and gives them the freedom to focus on other areas of their 
lives. The impact is much greater than just a few nights in a bed. One guest last year said: “My stay is 
lovely. It’s nice to know that I have a place to sleep seven days a week.” 
The Night Shelter will be based in Cotham’s halls, but is being organised jointly by volunteers at Cotham 
and St Paul’s. It will take place on Saturday evenings for six weeks, from 29th February to 4th April.    
Thankfully, there is a well-oiled central organising team who sort out everything from selecting the guests 
(those deemed low risk), to volunteer training (dates are already in the diary!) to the infrastructure 
(delivering mattresses and bedding to the venues). 
But, to make it work, we need lots of help! We do hope that St Paul’s and Cotham people will be able to 
volunteer to support the project. In practical terms, there will be three shifts each Saturday: one to set up 
the halls and prepare and serve dinner, one to spend the night, and one to prepare and serve breakfast 
the following morning and tidy up. 
You can sign up to volunteer by following the links on this website:                                                           
https://www.crisis-centre.org.uk/winternightshelter   

We would also welcome people who are happy to bake treats in advance, provide games and reading 
matter and contribute to the costs. It is one of Cotham’s December and Christmas charities. 
Dave Patterson is in overall charge of our project, with Lorna Robinson liaising for Cotham and Clare    
Harris doing the same for St Paul’s. We are all very excited about the opportunities that the project will 
provide us as well as our guests. Do speak to any of us if you have any queries.           Lorna Robinson 
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Making a House a Home 
 
This is what the Community Sponsorship Group are going  to do, ready to    
welcome a Syrian refugee family to live in our neighbourhood. Our planning is 
about to really accelerate, with the amazing news that a benefactor has       
offered to buy a house in Cotham / Redland as an ethical investment, and to 
let it to a displaced family at a low rental. 
 
So – what will transform that house into a warm, welcoming, safe home for a traumatised family, who 
have had to leave their extended family, culture, jobs and schools; who arrive at an airport to be met by 
us and taken to an unknown city in Britain?  
We will decorate and furnish their home; buy a TV, laptop, SIM cards, hoover, toys and buggy; have bus 
cards ready to use, food in the cupboards and fridge… 
 
But that’s just the start of our commitment of ongoing support. The Home Office requires evidence of 
how we will provide paid interpreters and English lessons every week; help to make and attend health/
school/benefits/bank and employment appointments; support to shop, buy clothing and school uniforms, 
travel on buses; and to grow in confidence to make independent choices. We are committed to do this for 
at least two years. 
 
We firmly believe that supporting a displaced family to make their home in our community is a privilege, 
and that we have much to receive and learn from them.        
                              

But we need HELP! If you would like to join the group, or have a skill to offer; if you have contacts 

who  could offer goods or services at a favourable rate, or if you can make a donation towards our       
Welcome  project, please get in touch. And please tell your friends, neighbours and colleagues too.                
Sally Seaman  

cothamredlandwelcome@gmail.com 
 
Donations can be made:      Sort code 40-52-40                Account no 0003280                                                                                             
Cotham PCC Community a/c   

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Batak family, Day out in Tenby 
Photo used with permission, Citizens UK 

Akanary family 
Photo used with permission, Citizens UK 

mailto:cothamredlandwelcome@gmail.com
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‘Feeling at home’ – I feel 

that most at Cotham.  

It’s the place where you feel      

secure. Where you can behave 

badly and be forgiven. 

Somerset – in fact, Wookey 

Hole where I was born. 

Home is still Africa – 

Malawi, where we lived. 

Coming to this church is 

definitely coming home. 

Several places all at once: my 

childhood home, where I support 

my dad; our own home of 36 

years with all its emotional ups 

and downs of family life; and 

Cotham, my spiritual home.  

A refuge from the 

rest of the world. 

It’s two places for me – my    

childhood home, and where I’ve 

now lived for such a long time. 

Home is definitely dog 

walks on the coast.’  

‘My bedroom. I go out, 

and then I come back It’s where I feel comfortable, 

with a sense of gravity. 

Home means friends.  

I mourn our last home. 

What does Home mean to me? 

Self Portrait, Brushing My Teeth,  

William Ashley Hold   (Falmouth Art Gallery) 

Untitled, Phyllis Milne (Art & Heritage        

Collections, Robert Gordon University) 

Resting Woman, James H.P. Neal  

(Ferens Art Gallery) 
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Settling Back Home 
 
Foundation is a contemplative community that aims to provide an inspiring alternative of 

Christian     engagement to young adults, contemplatives and others interested in alternative 

forms of church.  A version of Foundation used to operate within Cotham until 2016 when, as 

young adults do, it wandered off for a while (to St Peter’s Henleaze).  You may remember from 

an earlier Connections, that we were happy to welcome Foundation home to Cotham in May this 

year.   

 

Six months on, how’s it going? 

 

Foundation is integrating nicely with, and bringing riches to, its Cotham home.  It’s been good to 

see members of Foundation helping with our Student Welcome and reordering discussions,     

introducing new members to 10am, and starting to give regularly.  We’re also grateful to the 

Foundation team for making the Annie Bartlett room look more inviting, and some people will 

have engaged with the recent Foundation prayer stations in Cotham encouraging reflection on 

white privilege and racism.  

 

Foundation is meeting in Cotham every Sunday at 7.30pm for a pattern of services: “Rest”, 

“Create”, “Table”, and “Last Sunday”; all followed by drinks, snacks and chat in Annie B.  About 

15-25 people attend, some now regularly, most not affiliated with any other church, and together 

representing a wider demographic than we see at 8 or 10am.  

 

In addition to Sunday evening worship, and thanks to Ruth Edmonds’ fantastic efforts,          

Foundation now has a varied programme of community drinks, meals and talks.  A recent event 

was at the Brewhouse where the billing included a (turned out brilliant) jazz singer and a (turned 

out accessible and fun) talk on Artificial Intelligence.  This unusual combination created a relaxed 

evening and sparked some great conversations.   

This event crystallised for me that it’s the unchurchy combination of high quality quirkiness, crea-

tivity, sociability and contemplation that combine to make Foundation inspiring.  A newish atten-

dee told me recently how much she was appreciating Foundation’s “intelligent silence” and will-

ingness to “engage with what’s difficult”.  

 
For more information on Foundation services or events, have a look at the website, facebook or 
meetup page; and please recommend Foundation to the people you know who’d benefit from an 
alternative and inspiring form of church. 
Alice Chapman 
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Different Homes, Same Traditions and Belonging 
 

As you all know, we have now been in Bristol for fourteen months after moving from West Dulwich, 

South East London. This isn’t the first time we have moved places: when I was one we moved from    

Sunderland to Stockton-on-Tees; we then moved to a new house during that time as the one we were 

living in had started to rot. Then from Stockton to London very soon after I had turned eleven. Add to 

that my time living in Canterbury on and off during my three year undergraduate degree and it begins to 

show how for many, including myself, different locations can become home. 

 

This sense of travel to and from differing homes is one of my favourite parts of the story of Jesus’ birth – 

not that of the Wise Men, but that of Mary and Joseph and the infant child themselves. Although this    

depends on which Gospel is being read, with Luke being the one that I prefer, the theme of returning to 

one’s homeland can be found in both. This is made poignant and creates unease when you begin to think 

about world history and society – particularly the issues faced by refugees, immigrants and the homeless. 

As a Benefice, we are trying to do our part to create a welcoming home of faith for all. 

 

Jesus’ own homeland of Nazareth, Galilee and Joseph being the patron saint of houses and families       

furthers the theme of home within that of the Christmas story and connects with us modern Christians. 

The Nativity is a tale of tradition but also of belonging and family, which are all paramount to the season 

and culture of Christmas as a whole. For me, I have always felt most at home during Advent and     

Christmas wherever we are living. Although it can be very stressful at times, my immediate family and my 

church family give me more love and hope at this time of the year more than any other. 

 

A Bible verse that I feel links all my above thoughts together on the theme of home and belonging is that 

of Psalm 91:1-2; “whoever dwells in the shelter of the Most High will rest in the shadow of the Almighty. I 

will say of the Lord, “He is my refuge and my fortress, my God, in whom I trust.” God is our comfort and 

protection and so are our homes, both the ones we live in day-to-day and the buildings that hold our two 

churches. As we continue to develop the buildings and visions for the future of our Benefice, I hope that 

we can continue to be a home for each other and anyone who comes into our churches.  

 

Beth Stephenson 

 

 

Rest on the flight to Egypt, Nicholas Mynheer  
                        (from the Methodist Art Collection © TMCP, used with permission www.methodist.org.uk/artcollection ) 

http://www.methodist.org.uk/artcollection
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Cotham: Charity of the month for November 
 
Bristol Nightstop provides free help and advice to young people, aged 16-25 - who are homeless 
or at risk of becoming homeless in Bristol.  Nightstop arranges safe temporary accommodation in 
the homes of trained individuals through its volunteer host network. 
 
Rob and I are members of that volunteer host network and we’ve been grateful for the              
opportunity to do something practical that fits in with family life but which also, hopefully, makes a 
difference.  The young people who’ve stayed with us have had difficult circumstances but been 
impressively full of plans for improving their lives.   
Unfortunately it’s been a while since we last hosted.  This has been partly because Nightstop 
went through a reorganisation and, for a period, wasn’t active (and partly because when 
Nightstop came back to life we were busy with a family situation).  
 
The Nightstop service is now up and running again and we’re re-engaging with the new team 
there.  It’s good to see that Nightstop is more closely    affiliated to Caring In Bristol and offering a 
wider range of joined up services so that young people don’t just get a bed for the night but also 
practical help and encouragement to move on with their lives. 
The new Nightstop team seems to have lots of ideas and energy for constantly improving the  

service.  So this is a good time for Nightstop to be   getting our support.   

Thank you, Cotham. 

Alice Chapman   

  

 
When we were still far off you met us in your Son and brought us home 
Continued from pg 8 
 
We are still learning how to make Cotham and St Paul’s more ‘student friendly’, but at the heart 
of our instinct is offering ourselves as communities that can be ‘home from home’ within all-age 
congregations who welcome all. 

       
I’ve just returned from a challenging pilgrimage to Bosnia, a country still deeply divided by the 
trauma of civil war, ethnic cleansing and genocide twenty five years ago. In a society where in  
previous generations Muslim and Christian neighbours have shared each other’s feasts and  
celebrations Bosnian society is now segregated along religious lines – neighbours have become 
the ‘other’ and any sense of shared ‘home’ has been lost.  
 
‘Home’ can never be allowed to become a narrow and excluding place; and I have returned with 
increased concerns about the growing divisions in our own society. In this context I believe that 
our shared commitment to all these ‘homemaking’ projects and initiatives are signs of God’s heart 
of hospitality. ‘Home’ so the Syrian saying tells us ‘is where friends break bread together’ – I pray 
that the open table of the Eucharist and the life of our households of faith will continue to draw 
people to be ‘no longer strangers but friends’ (Ephesians 2.19) 
 
David Stephenson 
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 Cotham’s Charity for December 
 
Karunalaya has grown from a small soup 

kitchen, to running projects and services that 

champion the rights of the most marginalised 

women and children in the city of Chennai, India. 

 
Children run away from home for various reasons: not feeling safe with their family, the fear of being  
trafficked, or taken as child labour, or to be married very young. These children end up scared and very 
vulnerable on the streets, often landing up at the railway station in Chennai, where Karunalaya offers 
them support and hope. 

Karunalaya has accommodation for girls and boys, and also works with child labourers and children in 

pavement-dwelling communities. It is funding women workers to challenge child marriage, through family 

and community education, also promoting girls’ continued education and improved well-being. 

 
Pavement-dwelling families have been living on the streets of Chennai city for decades. They face the 
risks of abuse, violence, sexual exploitation, accidents, and lack access to basic facilities such as toilets. 
Yet they are treated as if it is they who are violating public rights. Parents try to keep their youngest      
babies and children safe by lying in front of them at night, to provide protection from the passing crowds.  

Using street theatre helps children express their stories, and gain resilience. Karunalaya also empowers 

communities by supporting them to form pavement-dwellers’ associations. In this way they can use their 

joint strength to ask for their rights to be recognised and to advocate for basic amenities for their       

communities. 

 
Karunalaya’s advocacy and campaigning work is bringing change, and they have attracted supportive   
media coverage for speaking up for the right of all children on the streets to be given birth registrations. 
Several children from Karunalaya represented India in the Street Child World Cup in Brazil, and this year 
at the Street Child World Cricket Tournament in London. Both events offered these young ambassadors 
self-advocacy training and opportunities to express themselves and imagine a future of hope. 
Karunalaya is a partner organisation of the Amos Trust. 
 
www.amostrust.org/street-justice/partners/karunalaya-india/ 
Sally Seaman 

 

http://www.amostrust.org/street-justice/partners/karunalaya-india/
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 Cotham Church PCC Monday 23rd September 2019 
 
The following summarises some of the highlights along with a few news updates since the   meeting: 
 
Identity and vision  
      We continued to discuss our identity and vision, including reviewing our ‘Patronal Festival’ on 8th   

dedicated to the birthday of the Blessed Virgin Mary. A further leaflet to be produced with ideas to be 
considered sometime between All Saints and Advent. 

 
Terms of reference for Buildings development  Phase 1 (of 3) consists of the following: 

Re-landscape, sign and illuminate the exterior (possibly including narrow passage to halls).  Open up 
the West End.  Create a servery.  Improve toilet provision.  Create storage in organ chamber.       
Hopefully change the church flooring and lighting.  To be funded by up to £200,000 from church funds 
+ grants and completed by Easter 2021. 
Refurbishment (or complete redevelopment) of the halls is expected to be part of phase 2 although a 
modest ‘brightening up’ may be achieved before that. 

 
Climate Crisis 

The first open meeting for the Benefice eco-church happened in Sept at St Pauls (with a subsequent 
one in Oct). Deanery Synod has declared a Climate Emergency in response to the Benefice PCCs’ 
motions . The motion now goes to the Diocesan Synod in November. 

 
Cotham and Redland Community sponsorship  
For background see: http://www.sponsorrefugees.org 
The group is half way towards meeting its minimum fund-raising target of £9,000. The principal challenge 
is to find a property. (See article in Connections: Editor) 
 
Student welcome 

A lot of effort has been put in offering tea and cake to students every afternoon from 24th Sep - 1st Oct, 
and to inviting students to the harvest service and brunch on 13th October.  

 
Bristol Churches Winter Night Shelter (BCWNS) 

It is hoped that Cotham will be chosen as a venue (that has been confirmed, see pg 10-11). There will 
be training for volunteers on 13th November. 

 
182 Plan for refurbishment (this is the house that Cotham currently owns in trust) 

This will go ahead using money from the restricted funds to bring it up to an acceptable standard.    
Future use and tenants are still to be agreed. 

John Bean 

 

PCC Report from St  Pauls 16 September 2019 
 
David opened with St Ninian who combined monasticism and mission to the Picts.  His mission in prayer 
and contemplation and silence and community feels very important.   
 
The Deanery Synod unanimously adopted our resolution on the climate crisis, and goes to November’s 
Diocesan Synod. We reaffirmed that commitment must be reflected in practice and action and we need to 
have       discussion at all points of the journey. 
 
Eco Church initiative and plans.  We hoped that a group would emerge to do the audit.  Eco Church 
would need to be a standing item on every meeting agenda so that it permeated our thinking. 
 
Buildings Group met with the DAC chair, who was especially interested in environmental considerations.  
Further applications for funding to upgrade the church rooms had been put in, and consideration was    
being given to making it a study space for students.  Buildings Group also considered the various small 
projects identified, including pursuing plans for new LED lights. 
 
Selma and Olive were working on updating the safeguarding policy ready for approval at our next   

http://www.sponsorrefugees.org
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 meeting. 
 
Alongside considerations of our financial situation and work on stewardship, we agreed our parish 
share contribution which represented an increase from our contribution in the previous year, and we     
discussed our new legacy policy wording. 
 
Creative services discussion:   how they had evolved; were very worthwhile and thought-provoking; but 
now is a good time to reconsider the format.  It had been interesting and rewarding for the choir to be   
involved in some of the creative services.  Fish Club demographics mean they are now more than capable 
of delivering a creative service themselves. Fish Club members and leaders might get involved, also 
Youth Group. Dates of creative services happen to be reviewed and possibily a benefice creative     
eucharist.  Could the students who use St Pauls for carol services have any connection/involvement?   
Rachel and Pippa to make some proposals, also to be discussed at ministry team. 
 
Start of term and student welcome.  Reusable banner, publicity, gazebo for refreshments, church open 
for music / prayer, Harvest lunch planned. An £250 application made from Community liaison at the     
University.  Congregation to be encouraged to invite students to Sunday lunch. Lunchtime study group 
starting on Oct 14 for 7 weeks.  
 
A very fruitful PCC discussion held on Sat 21 Sept about our Vision and Stewardship prior to a          
congregational meeting on Vision and Identity after the Sunday service. It was good to be able to revisit 
our priorities and remind ourselves what really matters most to us as go forward.  
Margaret Pierson  

 

A closer walk with God -  
another Month of Accompanied Prayer 

Sunday 12th January to Sunday 9th February 2020 
 

A Month of Accompanied Prayer is a type of individual retreat in everyday life, a chance to grow in our life 
of prayer. This will be the eighth one we have had. 
 
It’s an opportunity to talk one to one about praying with an experienced prayer guide from      outside the 
parish. This month is not just for experts! You may think you are not much good at praying but each per-
son’s experience of prayer is different and we all start from where we are, whatever our previous praying 
experience. 
 
Each person undertakes to set aside a time each day for personal prayer. They meet with their prayer 
guide once a week for each of the four weeks, at a mutually convenient time.  The guide is there to listen 
and encourage.  
There will be two important meeting all together at 6pm on Jan 12th and Feb 9th.   
 

To know more, please contact Catherine Richards, by December 8th please.  
(0117 9744062 or email: cathrichards@blueyonder.co.uk) 
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      Sat Nov 16th, 7.30 Bristol Cathedral 
      Bristol Choral and Bristol Youth Choir 
Music that really speaks to our concerns about the Earth, including text 
from Ecclesiastes ‘to every thing there is a season’ with contemporary      
images, by Cecilia McDowall. Cloudburst by Whitacre celebrates the  
life- giving rain; and Chilcott: Songs & Cries of London Town uses  
C15th—C19th poetry to paint pictures of the city. 

 

Advent and Christmas 
(See full details of services on leaflet in December) 

 

Cotham 

1
st
    Bristol Old Vic Theatre School Nativity, 3.30pm & 6pm 

7
th
  - 15

th
  Space to Remember prayer stations 

7
th
  2 - 4pm Advent Workshop  

           4.30pm Lessons and Carols 

8
th
    Foundation Beer and Carols at 7.30pm 

14
th
  Christians@Pride Bristol LGBTI+ Carol Service at 2pm 

22
nd

 Foundation Christmas Last Sunday at 7.30pm 
24

th
  Christingle at 4pm 

        Midnight Mass at 11.30pm     
25

th
  Christmas Day at 10am 

 
St Paul’s 
1

st
    Advent Carol Service at 6pm  

8
th
    Fish Club Nativity Play at 10.30am 

10
th
  Coppafeel Student Carol Service at 7pm 

15
th
  Carols 4 ALL at 4pm 

15
th
 – 22

nd
  Space to Remember prayer stations 

25
th
  Christmas Day at 10.30am 

 
Our churches aspire to 
cherish all, regardless of 
marital and social status, 
sexual orientation or level 
of church commitment 

   Dates for your Diary 

COTHAM CHURCH 


